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1. Personal Preparation: (Prior to meeting) 
A. Review the current and prior lesson and highlight main points for discussion and 

review. Bring a printed copy of both to the meeting. 
B. Pray for each group member.  
C. Contact group members early in the week reminding them about the meeting date 

and time. 
D. Review the facilitator guide. 

 
2. Welcome and Open in Prayer: (5 minutes) 

 
3. Previous Lesson Review: (30 minutes)  

A. Purpose – This time allows the group to share how they implemented the action 
steps from the last meeting. Each member should share for two to three minutes. 
Reference the facilitator guide from the last lesson for action steps. 
 

4. Spiritual Connection: (10 minutes) 
A. Purpose – This serves as a time to allow the group to focus their thoughts and 

attention on the Lord.  
B. Read Exodus 34:21-24.  “Six days you shall work, but on the seventh day you shall 

rest; in plowing time and in harvest you shall rest.  And you shall observe the Feast of 
Weeks, of the firstfruits of wheat harvest, and the Feast of Ingathering at the year’s 
end.  Three times in the year all your men shall appear before the Lord, the Lord God 
of Israel.  For I will cast out the nations before you and enlarge your borders; neither 
will any man covet the land when you go up to appear before the Lord your God 
three times in the year.”  

C. Discuss what this means. 
 

5. Discussion, “How to Go on a Sabbatical” (35 minutes) 
A. Purpose – To engage each group member to unpack what they learned in the lesson. 
B. Review the summary statement – This lesson introduces or reinforces the concept of 

going on a sabbatical with God.  The idea of sabbatical is a major concept in the Old 
Testament and Jesus often went on sabbaticals to spend time with God. If Jesus 
needed to do this, so do we! 

C. Memory Verse: Exodus 20:8 “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.”   
D. Go over the key points with your group: 

a. A Sabbatical is essentially a time away with God. 
b. Sabbath is a command. 
c. God wants our mind focused on him. 
d. God will be debtor to no man. 
e. Reasons to go on a sabbatical and what to do on a sabbatical. 

E. Allow the group to discuss the Biblical principle of the Sabbath.  
F. Point out this statement from the lesson and discuss, “He (God) wants our minds to 

be in such a place that we can hear from Him at any time.”  
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G. Review the four reasons to go on a Sabbatical: (1) Relationship with the Lord; (2) To 
solve problems, get ideas, plans and strategies from the Lord; (3) Revelation; and (4) 
Wisdom. 

H. Discuss the things to do on a Sabbatical: rest, pray, fast, worship God, spend time 
with God, and whatever God wants you to do.  

I. Discuss the concept of “free time.”  
J. Ask the group to examine this statement, “Sabbaticals should become a lifestyle.”  
K. Ask your group if there is anything else that stood out to them in the lesson. 
L. Take this opportunity to go into further discussion to help the group unpack what 

they learned and move towards application/implementation. 
 

6. Q & A: (25 minutes) 
A. Use this time for members to speak openly, ask questions, and discuss with the 

group current issues in their company or personal life. These questions do not have 
to relate to the lesson. 

B. Remember to guide the conversation by LAQR (Listen, Accept, Question, Respond).  
C. It is appropriate to discuss any of the personal reflection questions (if your group 

members do not have questions).  
 

7. Action Plan: (5 minutes) 
A. Memorize Exodus 20:8-10.  
B. Spend some time on the “personal reflection questions” at the end of the lesson. 
C. Schedule a time to go away and spend with God on a sabbatical. Make it a priority.  
 

8. Summary/Closing Prayer: (10 minutes) 
A. Briefly describe the topic and preparation for the next meeting.  
B. Estimated time for homework: we estimate that you will spend one hour on the 

personal reflection questions and scheduling your sabbatical. The length of your 
sabbatical is up to you and the Lord. 

C. Ask if there are any spoken prayer requests and close in prayer.  


